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worth the serious commitment it takes to apply in return 
for a stock, single line of ‘feedback’ when you are rejected? 
How can we work towards private or public funding with-
out being steered by the vested interests of institutions or 
more powerful individuals? While we ask these questions, 
we’ll be taking a break from written output to focus our 
time on more engaged activity taking place behind the 
scenes. Trying to balance the two has left us feeling burnt 
out, and we want to find a way to retain the energy to work 
in ways that are more embedded within, and have a more 
direct impact on, the art community. GIRLFORUM Monthly 
will be back when it feels more comfortable, and where it 
can support and amplify these activities rather than dis-
tract us from them. We haven’t lost our optimism, we just 
want to make sure we give ourselves the time to make deci-
sions slowly and carefully, handle our collaborators gently, 
and be critical, self-reflexive, nimble, and live to change. 

In the meantime, we’re excited to be using the Patreon 
money you’ve so generously given us so far to commission 
three contibutors for an event running alongside Alice 
Channer’s solo show Birthing Pool at Turf Projects in Croy-
don, 2–5 pm on 24 August. All welcome if you can make it: 

We’re writing the introduction to this summer issue in the 
midst of a late-July heatwave. As we type in London, Boris 
Johnson has just been announced as the UK’s new Prime 
Minister. It’s hot, we’re tired, and so many things feel unten-
able. Political anxiety feels like it has hit a new peak. With 
maybe the nastiest, most morally bankrupt tory in charge of 
the ‘nasty party’, we now have our own unashamedly (and 
tactically) racist, sexist, homophobic, and classist ‘leader.’ 
We feel increasingly scared for those already marginalised 
by years of austerity, alongside the ‘hostile environment’ 
and a Brexit campaign that have both whipped up so much 
racism. As Gary Younge put it in the Guardian shortly after 
the announcement, ‘The rise of Boris Johnson was only ever 
improbable if you were under the delusion that we live in a 
meritocracy. We don’t. This is the class system in action – 
propelling confident, incompetent, posh white men to the 
top regardless of their abilities, record or character. That is 
the system that produced and sustained him, and that is the 
system in whose interests he will govern.’1  Whilst in these 
times of glaring inequality poetry runs the risk of appear-
ing to be a luxury, it is also these moments that expose the 
continuity of these power structures between the falsely sep-
arated ‘real world’ and ‘art world’. It becomes utterly appar-
ent how much everything runs on money and power, and 
just how hard we all have to work to unravel that. This issue 
focusses on the connection between Yana Peel’s statements 
around her recent resignation from the Serpentine gallery 
and the wider phenomenon of ‘free speech’ being recon-
structed as a way to shore up the power of those who already 
hold it. Reinterpreted in un-nuanced ways in the service of 
dominance, it is being mobilised as a way to unravel any 
hard-fought gains made by groups who have long been held 
under by that status quo. This dynamic is, or course, taking 
place across the imagined boundaries of the ‘art world’ and 
the ‘real world.’  Because it coincides so easily with the con-
cept of ‘artistic freedom’, however, this corruption appears 
to be being justified from ostensibly liberal and leftist posi-
tions within the ‘art world.’

Before we move on to the main text, we wanted 
to let you know that after the long process of applying for 
Arts Council funding to try and expand what we’re able 
to do with GIRLFORUM (and desperately hoping that we 
could finally start meaningfully commissioning new voices 
to become part of its collective voice) we found out a couple 
of weeks ago that our application was unsuccessful. We felt 
newly and more deeply exhausted, precarious, and unsure 
of how to proceed (hence the delay in getting this issue out). 
When we have our energy back, we’ll try again. There are 
so many questions we’ll be asking ourselves in the mean-
time: how can we use the funding we do get (through the 
kindness of our Patreon donors) in the most meaningful 
way? How can we most usefully use our time and energy? Is 
GIRLFORUM Monthly a productive way to use that (always 
unpaid) time, or is it getting in the way of us acting, reaching 
out, asking questions directly? Is public funding currently 

1 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jul/23/
next-prime-minister-boris-johnson-new-conserva-
tive-leader
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FUTURE FOSSILS: 
Thinking about art’s material and structural complicity

GIRLFORUM convenes an afternoon of thinking around how 
art-making risks material and theoretical complicity with the 
accelerated pace and products of capitalism. Against the 
ever-deepening ecological crisis effected by its profit-driven 
practices, strength is gathering behind a geological and the-
oretical declaration that we are well into the ‘Anthropocene’ 
era. With man-made materials sedimenting slowly into new 
and toxic stratigraphies, should we start paying closer atten-
tion to the materials and processes we use as artists? And 
as a resurgent environmentalism emerges to intersect with 
urgent restructuring around gender, race, class, and more, 
could we imagine a new, fully technologised, de-essentialised 
and re-materialised eco-feminism? 

Through a series of readings and contributions from artists 
and writers, followed by an open discussion, the session will 
consider the plastic complicity of the things we make as artists, 
as well as the ways the fast processes of the ‘art world’ often 
follow the convenient, uncaring contours of capitalist practice. 
As we consider what forms and mechanisms we might use 
to overload the circuits and slow down the system, a clothes 
swap will set up a process of exchange that slows down and 
re-routes the cycles of fast fashion. Please bring any clothes 
you’d like to swap, your feelings, instincts, and speculations.
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Palais de Justice, 2017.  
Single-channel HD video (from 4K); 16:9, color, quadraphonic sound 
17 mins 58 secs.

© Carey Young. Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
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Back in June, it was revealed that Yana Peel, CEO of the 
Serpentine Gallery, has partial ‘indirect ownership’ of the 
NOS Group, a cybersecurity firm which has been criti-
cised by human rights groups including Amnesty Interna-
tional. Via her majority stake in Novalpina Capital LLP, 
Peel has been shown to be closely linked to a company 
allegedly using spyware technology to target activists, 
including those working on human rights in Saudi Ara-
bia. Peel stepped down a few days after the revelation, cit-
ing ‘misguided personal attacks’ on her and her family1. 
Peel has apparently sought to evade the responsibility that 
surely comes with her financial ties to the company, indi-
cating that her husband and his business partners have 
been responsible for all operational decisions. Although we 
can’t know the content of communications directed to her 
privately, it is hard to see what is ‘misguided’ about publi-
cising the deep disconnect between her public insistence 
that she has been an advocate for human rights and free-
dom of speech, while privately profiting from a company 
that has grown its wealth by selling its services to regimes 
that directly undercut these tenets. 

In the weeks since these revelations, we’ve been 
thinking about the hole that her resignation has left and 
what its wider significance might be. Since finishing this 
piece the first time round, we are delighted to be able to edit 
the text to add to this the subsequent resignation of ‘less-le-
thal’ weapons manufacturer Warren Kanders from his posi-
tion as chair of the Whitney Museum board, which was 
precipitated by a long-running campaign fought by Whitney 
staff, Decolonise this Place, and artists. Taken in conjunc-
tion with the refusal of future Sackler funding by a number 
of institutions (including the Serpentine) and the dropping 
of Stagecoach sponsorship from this year’s Turner Prize, 
these resignations feel like the latest in a series of punctures 
in the flanks of the hermetic body the ‘art world’ imagines 
itself to be. Peel has previously said that her ambition for the 
Serpentine was for it to be a ‘safe space for unsafe ideas’.2 
Since her resignation, we have been continually drawn to 
the opacity of this statement. Firstly, if an institution is 
capable of making a ‘safe space’, who and what is that space 
safe for? Plucked from progressive vocabularies, where safe 
spaces are built through collectivity and allyship to pro-
tect bodies, experiences, and politics from hegemonies that 
refuse to validate them, ‘safe space’ becomes confused by its 
conjunction with ‘unsafe ideas’ in this formulation. Again, 
in what way unsafe, and for whom? Apart from their joint 
affiliation with violent products, Peel and Kanders’ resigna-
tions are further tied together by the reuse of Peel’s muddied 
phrase in Whitney director Adam Weinberg’s response 
to the distress of Whitney Museum staffers over Kanders’ 
corporate connection to state sanctioned violence.3  

In their open letter to the leadership of the Whitney, the 
staff wrote that the connection of the Vice Chairman to 
violence against people of colour across the US and abroad 
meant that they too, within the museum, ‘felt not annoyed, 

not intellectually upset— we felt sick to our stomachs, we 
shed tears, we felt unsafe.’4  Through its contact with the 
NOS group software and the tear gas and rubber bullets 
produced by the Kanders-owned company Safariland (used 
against protesters world-wide), the meaning of ‘safety’ in 
Peel’s formulation is severely limited. Certainly, its mean-
ing is emphatically not extended to the protection of people 
either inside or outside the museum walls.

The justification so often used to maintain alli-
ances with individuals with wealth from dubious, exploit-
ative sources is that without their financial protection, 
the ‘art world’ will collapse. Peel went as far as to use this 
threat in her statement of resignation, writing that ‘If cam-
paigns of this type continue, the treasures of the art com-
munity – which are so fundamental to our society – risk 
an erosion of private support. That will be a great loss for 
everyone.’ 5 We know that there are figures throughout the 
‘art world’, including at the top, who would profoundly dis-
agree that we should feel beholden to plutocratic ‘philan-
thropists’, who can imagine other ways of operating beyond 
the overblown, accelerated, and glamourised model we are 
currently expected to work within. In light of her contra-
diction of this hopeful idea, Peel’s ‘safe space for unsafe 
ideas’ appears to be another sound-bite mobilised in an 
attempt towards upholding the status quo, obscured by its 
borrowing of progressive language. Specifically, it appears 
to re-vindicate the conservative construction of the gallery 
as ‘white cube’, as famously critiqued by Brian O’Doherty. 
Summarising his critique, Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez writes 
that ‘the white cube divides that which is to be kept outside 
(the social and the political) from that which is inside (the 
value of art).’6 It seems to us that Yana Peel’s refusal to 
acknowledge the mismatch between her verbal defence of 
critical thought and the source of her wealth reveals her 
‘safe space’ to be nothing but a barrier used to rarify and 
commodify ‘political’ art by disconnecting it from real 
world implications. The social and political is let in, only to 
be trapped, observed, and neutralised. Peel’s ejection from 
the space, however, has served to illuminate this barrier 
and make it a little more permeable; puncturing holes that 

1 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jun/18/
serpentine-galleries-chief-yana-peel-resigns-in-spy-
ware-firm-row

2 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jun/18/
serpentine-galleries-chief-yana-peel-resigns-in-spy-
ware-firm-row

3 https://hyperallergic.com/474176/whitney-museum-direc-
tor-pens-letter-after-vice-chairs-relationship-to-weap-
ons-manufacturer-is-publicized/

4 https://hyperallergic.com/473702/whitney-tear-gas-manu-
facturer-is-revealed/

5 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jun/18/
serpentine-galleries-chief-yana-peel-resigns-in-spy-
ware-firm-row

6 https://www.e-flux.com/journal/85/155520/for-slow-insti-
tutions/
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exported from Europe to Africa to be bartered for people 
to be enslaved. Most significantly, a study by Warren C. 
Whatley of the University of Michigan has demonstrated 
persuasively that increased exports of gunpowder led to 
significantly increased numbers of people being enslaved. 
According to the study, ‘a one percent increase in gunpow-
der set in motion a 5-year gun-slave cycle that increased 
slave exports by an average of 50%, and the impact con-
tinued to grow over time.’9 Whatley’s study maps the 18th 
century slave trade, pre-dating the Serpentine Sackler 
building. Nonetheless, it is impossible to ignore how thor-
oughly the substance once housed in the Sackler Gallery 
was implicated in this violence, especially when the Slave 
Trade would not be abolished in the British Empire until 
1807, and slavery itself in the British Empire until 1833. 

These histories are often discounted, by those 
trying to distance themselves from an implicit connection 
to them, as being irrelevant to these spaces in the present 
day. Whilst we’re not equating the very particular histories 
of gunpowder, slavery, and colonialism with this new, con-
temporary connection to cyberweaponry, we do want to 
point to the continuing cycles of trade, exploitation, weap-
ons, and violence attached to this space and others like it. 
If these spaces are to be used, a recognition and ongoing 
examination of these troubling legacies and their contem-
porary echoes must be integrated into our understanding 
of them – and not through the trite naming of the adjoining 
restaurant as ‘The Magazine’ (the name for a store for arms, 
ammunition, and explosives for military use). Significantly, 
the situation of the building in Kensington Gardens was spe-
cifically intended to protect the population of London in 
case of an explosion – so what Peel designated as a ‘safe 
space for unsafe ideas’ was intended very literally as a safe 
space for unsafe substances, with all their violent implica-
tions.10 To be declared in any way ‘safe,’ institutions have to 
commit to the infinite process of de-colonising and defusing 
these spaces. Until then, phrases like Peel’s will be no more 
than attempts to paper over these cracks with rhetoric. 

Editing this text to keep pace with Kanders’ 
resignation and the full scale of these occurrences, it’s 
important to add here that Forensic Architecture have 
now said that their research has unearthed a live bullet that 
links Sierra Bullets, partly owned by the former Whitney 
Chair, to border violence in Gaza that has been classi-
fied as a potential war crime.11 Peel and Weinberg’s  ‘safe 

allow some of the messier, active politics of the ‘real world’ 
to run through and re-contextualise the cleaned up, rari-
fied politics of the art works within. 

Since O’Doherty’s 1976 critique of the white 
cube, its examination has been extended by various voices 
to fully explore the exclusionary effects of its claimed neu-
trality in relation to race and gender in particular. Cru-
cially, in September 2018, as Goldsmiths CCA opened 
its doors, students and lecturers supported cleaning staff 
in their action against the university degrading its clean-
ers’ contracts – asking, in defence of a majority POC and 
largely female workforce, ‘Who keeps the cube white?’7 In a 
set of conditions repeated throughout western ‘art worlds’, 
the white cube (even when it comes disguised as a partly 
bare-bricked architectural renovation of an old victorian 
bathhouse by ‘Turner Prize winning’ architects Assemble) 
is run on workforces exploited and segregated along raced, 
gendered and class-based lines. While in the display spaces 
of the gallery, the track-lights illuminate the politics spec-
tacularised and enshrined in valuable art works, the lived 
politics and labour relations of the workforces these institu-
tions rely on are wilfully hidden from view and left to move 
unseen through corridors, back offices, kitchens, and bath-
rooms. In gallery spaces attached to art schools (including 
Goldsmiths CCA) it has become fashionable to ‘open up’ 
the process of making to the viewing public via windows or 
thoroughfares taking visitors past studios to offer them an 
‘insight’ into what should be a personal and private space. 
These glimpses ‘inside’ fetishise, romanticise, and capital-
ise on artistic labour and, crucially, offer a facade of open-
ness around the context of art making that simultaneously 
obscures the maintenance work that is also a vital part of 
this context. In the case of Central Saint Martins, the pol-
itics of looking set up by its situation within Coal Drops 
Yard, a shopping ‘mall’, synthesise art making perfectly 
with capitalist production and consumption. 

All of these dynamics again raise the question of 
who these spaces are for, who they are ‘safe’ for, and what it 
is that they preserve and protect. Returning to the Serpen-
tine, and the similarly bare-bricked interior of the Serpen-
tine Sackler Gallery, we wondered about the history of the 
building and what led the architects to the decision to leave 
the walls un-whitened. A quick look at the Zaha Hadid 
website told us that the building is a Grade II listed former 
gunpowder store, built in 1805, which remained in military 
use until 1963.8 The timing of the building’s construction in 
1805, in the midst of full-blown British colonialism, made 
us wonder how and against whom this gunpowder might 
have been used. Initially, we found that the building’s con-
struction coincided exactly with the battle of Trafalgar, 
during the Napoleonic wars when European powers were 
fighting over colonial ‘territories’ to expand their empires. 
Further research led us to histories of how closely gun pow-
der was implicated in the slave trade, specifically as part of 
the ‘first leg’ of the Atlantic triangle in which goods were 

7 https://www.e-flux.com/journal/93/216046/transform-
ing-whiteness-in-art-institutions/

8 https://www.zaha-hadid.com/interior-design/serpen-
tine-sackler-gallery-2/

9 https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/80050/1/MPRA_
paper_80050.pdf

10 https://www.1843magazine.com/content/arts/anonymous/
zaha-and-gunpowder-plot

11 https://hyperallergic.com/510367/forensic-architec-
ture-biennial-withdrawal/
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uous, but they speak to the fact that those with the power 
have a strong awareness of how much speech, and who is 
being listened to, matters. 

The fact that ‘freedom of expression’ is often 
cited as an artistic right enshrined within the ‘art world’ 
makes it ripe ground for this perceived ‘culture war’ to 
take place within. As resignation letters and letters to staff 
in defence of powerful board members have served wider 
political agendas, exhibition texts and press releases have 
also become contested ground. In February this year, 
Mathieu Malouf opened an exhibition at Jenny’s in LA 
disturbingly titled ‘#luketurnerisr****ded’, in an ableist 
stab at the artist Luke Turner, who has been subjected to 
a campaign of antisemitic speech by Malouf and others. 
The press release16 (in which Malouf’s name is misspelled 
‘Maloeuf’ i.e. ‘bad egg’, presumably pre-empting the con-
demnation he is courting through the title and content of 
the show) is cynically and deliberately slippery, filled with 
dog-whistles that pluck from progressive language to suit 
his own obscure agenda. When viewed alongside his other 
activities, including the Spike magazine ‘round table’17 we 
referenced in the reading list in the last issue, it is clearly, 
as Morgan Quaintaince aptly puts it in relation to similar 
activities, ‘bollocks’ and ‘… tittering behind a non-commit-
tal hedge of ambiguity and irony.’18 At the end of his press 
release, Malouf bizarrely lists his partner’s achievements 
(artist Heji Shin, who he pointedly identifies as being Kore-
an-German), including her selection for the current Whit-
ney Biennial, in what reads as a sarcastic mimicry of the 
idea of platform-sharing and ‘identity politics.’  

However tangentially, Shin’s connection to both 
Malouf and the Whitney demonstrates the tangled web of 
‘plausible deniability’ maintained in relation to far-right 
positions, apparently in support of ‘transgression for trans-
gression’s sake’ (as Quaintance puts it) with mainstream 
defences of free speech that uphold the status quo or even 
invite (however unwittingly) a further acceleration to the 
right. It is clear that the ‘provocations’ enacted by Malouf 
and his accomplices intertwine with supposedly moderate, 

spaces’, therefore, turn out to be riven with bullet holes. 
The work within isn’t ‘safe’, but absorbing a contaminated 
deluge of troubling pasts and presents that are sealed into 
the galleries when they are not properly aired and acknowl-
edged. The sheer geopolitical scale of these things can feel 
immobilising: whilst journalism and the mobilisation 
of art communities might have led to some with dubious 
wealth and power relinquishing their tightly held director-
ships, trusts, and chairmanships, similar figures and their 
allies (either active or passive) remain. And, despite Yana 
Peel’s departure and the refusal of further Sackler funding, 
the Serpentine Sackler Gallery continues to bear the name 
of a family whose wealth has been generated by the sale 
of highly addictive opioids. There is, however, a sense of 
optimism in knowing that punctures can be made in this 
system, and that these punctures (however small) can still 
be made and multiplied by bringing these things to light. 

In light of Yana Peel’s supposed life-long defence 
of freedom of speech, we have been thinking a lot about 
speech as a contested site in the contemporary moment, 
both in and out of the ‘art world’. In a Guardian article 
from last year, William Davies highlights the idea that the 
political right has co-opted ‘freedom of speech’ in order 
to reinforce conservative values rather than to multiply 
freedoms. He writes that ‘The claim that certain people 
are being silenced is often a convenient spin on the way 
this messier, less predictable world means that prominent 
voices have lost authority.’12 For him, it is a specific reac-
tion to left-wing ideas being given a platform by the prolifer-
ation of opportunities to speak and be heard created by the 
internet. As he writes, ‘In this context the defence of free 
speech promises to restore a traditional cultural order.’13 
This intersects interestingly with language used by both 
Peel in her own defence, and Weinberg in defence of the 
Whitney’s continued relationship with Warren Kanders. In 
her resignation letter, Peel wrote ‘The world of art is about 
free expression. But it is not about bullying and intimida-
tion. I welcome debate and discussion about the realities 
of life in the digital age. There is a place for these debates, 
but they should be constructive, fair and factual - not based 
upon toxic personal attacks.’14 Like ‘safe space for unsafe 
ideas’, the words feel carefully chosen to twist and con-
fuse the positions of victim and aggressor. In his letter in 
response to Whitney staffers mobilising against Warren 

Kanders,  meanwhile, Adam Weinberg clearly bastard-
ises progressive language to deploy a version of ‘freedom 
of speech’ that attempts to immobilise progress by asking 
for ‘tolerance’ of hegemonic behaviours and ideas, as if the 
power of the staffers were equal to that of the board or the 
directorship. ‘Even as we contend with often profound con-
tradictions within our culture, we must live within the laws 
of society and observe the “rules” of our Museum—mutual 
respect, fairness, tolerance and freedom of expression and, 
speaking personally, a commitment to kindness.’15 These 
linguistic games and manipulations may seem fairly innoc-

12 https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/jul/26/the-free-
speech-panic-censorship-how-the-right-concocted-a-cri-
sis

13 ibid.
14 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jun/18/

serpentine-galleries-chief-yana-peel-resigns-in-spy-
ware-firm-row

15 https://hyperallergic.com/474176/whitney-museum-direc-
tor-pens-letter-after-vice-chairs-relationship-to-weap-
ons-manufacturer-is-publicized/

16 http://jennys.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Mathieu-Ma-
louf-Press-Release.pdf

17 https://www.spikeartmagazine.com/en/articles/can-
cel-culture-roundtable-discussion-krist-gruijthui-
jsen-mathieu-malouf-and-nina-power

18 https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/magazine/site/article/call-
response-by-morgan-quaintance-and-stephanie-bailey-
may-2019
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https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jun/18/serpentine-galleries-chief-yana-peel-resigns-in-spyware-firm-row
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jun/18/serpentine-galleries-chief-yana-peel-resigns-in-spyware-firm-row
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jun/18/serpentine-galleries-chief-yana-peel-resigns-in-spyware-firm-row
https://hyperallergic.com/474176/whitney-museum-director-pens-letter-after-vice-chairs-relationship-to-weapons-manufacturer-is-publicized/
https://hyperallergic.com/474176/whitney-museum-director-pens-letter-after-vice-chairs-relationship-to-weapons-manufacturer-is-publicized/
https://hyperallergic.com/474176/whitney-museum-director-pens-letter-after-vice-chairs-relationship-to-weapons-manufacturer-is-publicized/
http://jennys.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Mathieu-Malouf-Press-Release.pdf
http://jennys.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Mathieu-Malouf-Press-Release.pdf
https://www.spikeartmagazine.com/en/articles/cancel-culture-roundtable-discussion-krist-gruijthuijsen-mathieu-malouf-and-nina-power
https://www.spikeartmagazine.com/en/articles/cancel-culture-roundtable-discussion-krist-gruijthuijsen-mathieu-malouf-and-nina-power
https://www.spikeartmagazine.com/en/articles/cancel-culture-roundtable-discussion-krist-gruijthuijsen-mathieu-malouf-and-nina-power
https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/magazine/site/article/call-response-by-morgan-quaintance-and-stephanie-bailey-may-2019
https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/magazine/site/article/call-response-by-morgan-quaintance-and-stephanie-bailey-may-2019
https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/magazine/site/article/call-response-by-morgan-quaintance-and-stephanie-bailey-may-2019
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These stills felt like the perfect accompaniment to this 
issue’s backdrop of the Sackler gunpowder store, as well 
the idea of puncturing and holeyness woven into this text. 
We are so grateful for her generosity in letting us use them.

Back in May, we saw and admired Cedric Fauq’s 
effort towards a ‘bio’ that could encapsulate the opportu-
nities, support, and following winds that shape and expand 
careers. With his kind permission, we have included the 
original Instagram post as an image here as an active, sin-
cere example of what Malouf sought to mock in his snidely 
written press release. Its radical transparency feels like a 
personal but direct stand against the neoliberal contexts 
we are encouraged to work within. 

Finally, as another antidote to the complicated, 
fraught spaces and contexts we’ve covered here, we’d also 
like to suggest visiting http://sarahboulton.co.uk. Website is 
Sarah Boulton’s artist website, where artworks are repre-
sented by their titles only, ‘formed as constellations of let-
ters, always shifting and never the same twice.’ Rooms in 
the homes of the artist and her neighbour have been photo-
graphed over a period of 24 hours, and change subtly with 
the light as you revisit them. There’s no rigidity here; it’s all 
gently contingent. The works are at home and move with 
their surroundings.

reasonable appeals for ‘discussion’ like Adam Weinberg’s 
letter to the Whitney Museum staff. As Quaintance writes, 
‘What beggars belief is that people still pop up to defend 
such behaviour in support of – and here we should all be 
rolling our eyes – broadening ‘the conversation’ or in the 
name of ‘free, reasonable and challenging debate’. This 
slippery, deliberately disorientating hall of mirrors has 
been written about much more convincingly than we ever 
could by Morgan Quaintance and also Larne Abse-Gog-
arty in her text ‘The Art-Right’ for Art Monthly,19 so we 
urge you to read both their texts if you haven’t already. 
Nonetheless, we wanted to delve into this troubling terri-
tory because its significance cannot be overstated at a time 
where there seems to be so much at stake. We must never 
lose sight of the fact that the leeway created by apologist 
positions for right-wing agendas can all too easily lead 
back to the unbridled, utterly dehumanising racism that 
haunts our institutions and structures.  

Though this contested ground has become a 
fraught and disorientating space, there is optimism to 
be found in realising the potential of speech as platforms 
have multiplied and come within reach of so many more 
voices. In the Guardian article mentioned earlier, William 
Davies identifies the current right-wing obsession with free 
speech as a final kick against the proliferation of platforms 
for voices that have previously been excluded. As white, 
abled, cis women, our exclusion is so much less severe 
than many, and we often think about how useful our own 
speech here can be and frequently doubt how much agency 
it can have. We want to remain optimistic, however, that 
speaking has a subtle but brilliant power. The two texts 
we are including this month feel like proof of that. Firstly, 
we haven been given kind permission by Jesse Darling to 
republish the conversation they had with Céline Kopp for 
the text accompanying their exhibition Crevé at Triangle 
France Astérides, Marseille. The text’s vulnerability and 
honesty is achingly magnetic, underlining so much of the 
exhaustion and struggle of performing success as an art-
ist. The vulnerability of the exchange on their own terms 
gently but decisively dissolves the art world’s pretence of 
being a hermetic space. It is the perfect re-materialisation 
of the (holey) bodies acting within it. The Artists Anonymised 
we are publishing this month feels like another antidote to 
Malouf’s icky, slippery text and its wider context. We were 
gifted it several months ago when its author wrote to us 
with such a clear understanding of what we’d set out to 
achieve through Artists Anonymised as a format. We are so 
grateful for the generosity and care written into it. Its pol-
itics are gentle but persuasive, and reminds us what gen-
erous writing with genuine intent can feel like. We have 
revisited it often and hope you enjoy it too. 

Alongside these texts, we are including a selec-
tion of other material. Many thanks to Sarah Pickering 
for allowing us to use scans from her 16mm film Film Shoot 
as both the cover and as interludes throughout this issue. 

19 https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/magazine/site/article/the-
art-right-by-larne-abse-gogarty-april-2017

‘SAFE SPACES FOR UNSAFE IDEAS’: 
ON YANA PEEL, WARREN KANDERS,  

WHITE CUBES & ‘FREEDOM OF SPEECH’

http://sarahboulton.co.uk
https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/magazine/site/article/the-art-right-by-larne-abse-gogarty-april-2017
https://www.artmonthly.co.uk/magazine/site/article/the-art-right-by-larne-abse-gogarty-april-2017
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Palais de Justice, 2017.  
Single-channel HD video (from 4K); 16:9, color, quadraphonic sound 
17 mins 58 secs.

© Carey Young. Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
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(Version en français ci-dessous) 

INTRODUCTION
 
 Jesse Darling and I first met in 2017 in a coffee shop in London to discuss a collaboration for a biennale. JD came with 
Lux, who was a tiny baby at the time. From what I understood, It was one of the first time the two of them were traveling. That’s 
always a big challenge…and especially for professional meetings. I knew it because eight years earlier I was back in France to 
make my debut as a single parent, without much of a professional network in the country. But that’s where home and welfare 
were supposed to be, and I was trying to make it as young curator under these conditions. 

During this meeting, as we talked about our expectations for what a biennale could be or do, JD shared the fact that their 
movements were currently impaired. So when we worked together, because of this and many other things we ended up having to 
rely on delegation and trust. The work was successful. 

Back in Marseille I proposed to work together again on an exhibition. I knew for sure that JD’s work would make sense 
here. Marseille, as a city, offers a rare prism through which to think about our history and current context : about people’s 
displacements and dispossessions, about cultural resistance and assimilations, about the colonial past and its social 
consequences, about economical and urban transitions. And more than anything : about performativity, cleanliness, beauty, 
rules (and the absence of it), failures, and successes. 
Obviously JD does not, and could not, speak about Marseille, but their work surely resonates with it.

The exhibition is called CREVÉ, and it was made possible through a great deal of collaboration, thanks to the labour of the 
people, friends, and artists working with and around Triangle France - Astérides. 
Below are some exchanges that occured between Jesse Darling and myself, around the making of the exhibition.

Céline Kopp

CONVERSATION
Céline Kopp:  Jesse can you tell a little bit about the title “Crevé” and where comes from? 

Jesse Darling:  Well, you know what this means in French, yeah? Since the exhibition is in France it makes 
sense for the show to be titled in French but the concept really speaks to me at the moment. It’s more literal 
than conceptual, which means it’s how I feel right now but it also points to some formal and contextual aspects 
of the work. For English readers crevé is a bit like knackered, a past participle of the verb to kill (specifically, 
an old horse unfit for purpose). The urban dictionary defines knackered as “1. Exhausted 2. Sexually spent 3. 
Reprimanded 4. Broken / malfunctional.” That’s about right. Crevé means punctured, fucked. For a while now I 
keep making drawings in which the figures depicted have great gaping holes in them, wounds. And in many of my 
recent sculptures I’ve been trying to convey this sense of exhaustion and physical failure, though the failure is not 
total; life remains and asserts itself despite the deadness of art objects in general, or at least that’s what I’m going 
for. Some years ago I thought about ‘the phallic modern’ as that which cannot or must not be seen as penetrable: 
hermetic bodies, hermetic facade of empire. But any queer or sick body knows what it is to be full of holes, and a 
city like Marseille might be able to paper over its structural failures, but holes keep opening up and swallowing 
things and people. It’s a strong word to use but in this way it’s immediate. Why not be honest about the fact of 
crisis. Ongoing crisis rather than particular, but still.

EXHIBITION: 03.16 - 06.02.2019

CREVÉ

JESSE DARLING &
CÉLINE kOpp

Republished from
http://trianglefrance.org/fr/files/2019dar-

ling-jessecreveconversation.pdf

http://trianglefrance.org/fr/files/2019darling-jessecreveconversation.pdf
http://trianglefrance.org/fr/files/2019darling-jessecreveconversation.pdf
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C.K.:  It is true that in general we try our best to keep going, to make our work seem effortless...We are never 
“exhausted” but always busy ; whatever one’s job, I guess. In the sense that an exhibition poster generally 
tries to convey a promise of success, or at least entertainment. How does the feeling (and/or physical state) of 
exhaustion evoked by the title translate to your experience as an artist in general? Or how does it relate to this 
exhibition in particular?

J.D.: About two years ago I became very ill from a neurological disease triggered by the birth of my kid. For more 
than a year I was paralysed down my right side and in the kind of pain that made childbirth feel like a walk in 
the park. Walking with a stick, couldn’t stand up, couldn’t lift my arm or use my hand. I took no parental leave 
and no leave of sickness. Of course there is a certain privilege inherent in this, but there is also the fact that these 
systems do not exist in the sector in which I make my work - let’s call it ‘the art world’ (though there are many art 
worlds out there and as such this universal is problematic). Knowing well the misogyny and low attention span of 
this art world, and as someone without a lot of generational wealth or whatever I need to work like everyone else 
in order to pay my rent and feed my child.  
I am 37 years old and had been making my work for years at this point. So when the big institution asked me 
to make a huge solo presentation and gave me three months to do it, I thought about it hard and then agreed. 
It was my first institutional show. It was on one hand an amazing opportunity to make work for the people 
who constitute ‘the public’ rather than ‘the art world’ - kids, older people, tourists, students, and whoever else 
wanders into the museum because it’s free and it’s warm. This was a great privilege and pleasure. I also knew 
that the people who constitute the financier class of the art world would be very likely to see it, and as such 
it had to be ‘good’ - ie the best, most truthful work I could make right then, with all of my heart, despite my 
limitations and the short time frame. I put everything into it, which is not simply a declaration of intention and 
focus: I postponed my physiotherapy and all my doctor’s appointments, postponed the diagnosis of other things 
encroaching on my body, and accrued a debt of childcare to my co-parent which had to be taken up immediately 
after the opening since they also need to work.  
The show was successful. I started to get invitations to other engagements. I turned many of these down, hoping 
that there would be others in the future, but some of them I felt I had to accept. My pared-down calendar tells 
me I will spend 4-10 days in a different city every month of the year. On my return from these cities, I care for 
my kid full time. “When things get settled” I am supposed to attend physiotherapy, ergotherapy. I am supposed 
to see the trainer who tries to prevent my developing a hunchback as the atrophied muscles gather strangely 
around the part of my body that keeps on working regardless, to find a therapist to help me deal with the panic 
attacks I keep having though I swear I am fine, just fine. But just as things start feeling stable again I am supposed 
to get on a plane. To install the work. To give a talk. To perform my own life, in public. And this long story in its 
particularities is not especially unique. When we talk on the phone, Celine, I hear your blocked nose and the 
cough in your throat. You’ve been working all weekend and you’re tired. I’m tired too. I try to remember to do my 
exercises. I WhatsApp you one evening about having this conversation. You have spent the day running around 
in the space trying to delegate my work, and now you are looking after your kids. It will have to be tomorrow. I 
spend the night in the hospital with an unexplained meningitis rash and get up early to package my drawings for 
the DHL guy. We talk on the phone. My kid runs in, crying. I tell her once again that I’ll be with her soon, soon.
A younger JD would have looked at this account and found it despicable and weak.  
Young JD, a culturally protestant matriphobic macho, was trying to survive in gendered capitalism; they found 
the complaint of the bourgeois class, the artist class, truly contemptible. The ultimate in first world problems.  
But lately I’ve been thinking about our first world problems, especially given that the first world is itself a 
problem. What if part of the undoing of the problem is in the acknowledgement of how racist, ableist, sexist and 
classist its demands and expectations? What would it look like if we admitted the inevitable failure of any body to 
meet these demands?

C.K. : We can acknowledge how crazy the demands are in our field in general, but what do you think about 
the current attention coming from institutions for works dealing with “vulnerable” bodies, or subjectivities?  
It seems like there is a necessary conversation to have about a structural alignment of the institution to the 
politics, content, and individual realities of the works on display… 

J.D.: Part of the issue here is that I have spent my career (such as it is) making the case for a certain kind of 
fungibility. This is both the material of my work and the foundation of its making. For me this is personal as well 
as political. However, when fungibility is understood as the province of the Other it becomes something to be 
consumed rather than acknowledged in oneself. The institutions of the “art world” are just made up of people 
working their jobs, and some of these people are trying to do right by their artists and wider communities. But 
as an entity founded in structural anti-blackness, imperial violence and patriarchal distribution of resources, 
the “art world” favours the Barnum and Bailey model of curation, the panel discussion industrial complex, the 
gig economy. Artists are called upon to perform their own lives - as particular, embodied phenomena with their 

JESSE DARLING & CÉLINE kOpp
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own name, date of birth, and profile in Dazed and Confused magazine. Embodied exemplars of whichever issue 
is currently at hand are unwieldy, but cheaper than art works, even allowing for fees, flights and hotel. Right now 
the curatorial travelling circus is stopped in the Disability part of town; everybody wants to talk about crip theory 
and when the sick rule the world (though when the sick rule the world, as anyone who has been really sick can 
tell you, there won’t be much ruling going on). I made a lot of work at one stage about my experiences of illness 
and its structural management, and as such I became called upon to represent disability on the institutional 
stage, a responsibility which I want to refuse. Firstly because of the ways in which I am disabled (living with a 
reactive, malfunctioning body and what a shrink would probably try to medicate as “mental illness,” as well as 
some previously diagnosed forms of “neurodiversity” which aren’t ever gonna get “better”) which mean that I 
barely manage to perform the role of artist in public. I flake out at the last minute, cancel my flight, burst into 
tears on stage. I am known to be “difficult,” or “unreliable.” Secondly, though, and more crucially, I want to refuse 
this position because of the ways in which I am not disabled: for instance, right now I can walk on my own, mount 
stairs, read from a text, hear, see, eat, breathe unassisted. I am the relatively able-bodied, relatively functional, 
white-skinned face of the difficult but fascinating idea of the disabled and dysfunctional body, and if I am to be 
employed as such this means that no interpreter will be necessary, no ramp will be necessary; nothing needs to 
change. And even though disability is really hip right now and everybody wants to book real live crips for their 
conference, what is being done about the stairs up to the kunsthalle and conference centre? And crucially, how 
can anyone expect someone who is sick to even show up in the first place? And what would it look like if that 
expectation wasn’t implied?

C.K.: This exhibition seems to depict the architecture, structures, and modes of display of a failing world order. 
Most of it is falling apart, or soon to do so. Can you say a bit about the works themselves? 

J.D.: This is a show that tries to acknowledge the weight behind things assigned a certain lightness. All the 
planes we take; the flights to the biennale and the conference, the deportation planes, the tourist charter. The 
weight of administration required in the maintenance of a life. The heaviness of hours spent waiting, bodies 
together in space and circumstance but without conviviality. Airport lounges. Immigration offices. Hospitals. The 
English expression ‘feet of clay’ refers to a hidden character flaw (those who seek care, legitimacy or welfare are 
often implied to have a certain weakness of character). It comes from a biblical story in which Nebuchadnezzar 
dreams of a statue with a head of gold and feet of clay. This seems appropriate given the “holiness” of art objects, 
though these art objects will undermine a crucial aspect of their own holiness (i.e, their viability as commodities) 
through disintegrating in the space over the course of the exhibition. To place something in a vitrine is always to 
reenact the violence of museumification - the taxidermied corpse, the stolen artefact, the death mask dug from 
the ground and restored. Those flowers are the living things that stand in for my own body; it’s also a shout-out 
to a work made by Carolyn Lazard, called Support System (for Park, Tina and Bob). Blooming and colourful at the 
opening, those flowers will be starved of oxygen and dead within days (we all turn it on for the opening, right? To 
the extent that the inevitable depression, or exhaustion that follows a show has become completely normalised, 
a bipolar cycle around which I attempt to structure my working life). Their decay can be some kind of vanitas: 
that’s what happens to a living thing forced to perform under scrutiny for days or months at a time.  But I don’t 
want to talk too much about the work because the work will tell its own stories without me, and without you too. 

JESSE DARLING & CÉLINE kOpp
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ABOUT THE ARTIST
Jesse Darling lives and works in Berlin and London and has received commissions from the Volksbühne, 
Berlin, MoMA Warsaw and The Serpentine Gallery, London amongst others. They recently presented their first 
institutional solo exhibition in the U.K Art Now: Jesse Darling: The Ballad of Saint Jerome at Tate Britain. Jesse 
Darling’s work has been previously exhibited in France with a solo exhibition at Galerie Sultana, Paris (2017), and 
in 2018 the occasion of À Cris Ouverts, 6th edition of Les Ateliers de Rennes - contemporary art biennale, curated 
by Céline Kopp and Étienne Bernard.

ABOUT TRIANGLE FRANCE - ASTÉRIDES
Triangle France - Astérides is a non-profit contemporary arts organization, based at Friche la Belle de 
Mai, a former tobacco factory located in the city center of Marseilles. Triangle France aims to promote the 
emerging international art scene through a challenging and experimental program of artist’s residencies, 
exhibitions, events, new commissions, and publications. Triangle France supports the production and 
presentation of new forms of artistic activity and aims to create dynamic relationships between art, artists, 
and audiences both locally and internationally. 

Triangle France seeks to enhance the cultural landscape in Marseille by bringing internationally recognized 
artists to Marseilles, reaching new audiences, and generating dialogue with and around contemporary arts. 
Our exhibitions and events take place in Friche la Belle de Mai, and also in partner spaces in Marseilles and 
elsewhere. The program takes the form of an annual season ranging from 4 to 6 months and comprising 
various curatorial formats and extensive research.

Core Funders Triangle France - Astérides is supported by Ville de Marseille, Ministère de la Culture - DRAC  
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, Région SUD, Conseil départemental des Bouches-du-Rhône.

Networks  Triangle France - Astérides is a member of: Triangle Network, d.c.a. - association française de 
développement des centres d’art, Arts en Résidence - Réseau national, Marseille Expos.

CREDITS  
Jesse Darling, CREVÉ
Solo exhibition

Curated by Céline Kopp
Production Triangle France - Astérides.
Co-production SCIC Friche la Belle de Mai.
With support of Fluxus Art Projects 
and Lafayette Anticipations - Fondation d’entreprise 
Galeries Lafayette. 
Special thanks: Mucem, Hôtel La Résidence du Vieux Port, and Galerie Sultana, Paris.

Special thanks to Triangle France - Astérides’s entire team: Frédéric Blancart (communication & residency 
manager), Marie de Gaulejac (curator & residency coordinator), Florence Gosset (administrator), Céline 
Kopp (Director), Anne Marchis-Mouren (education manager) ; and the warmest aknowledgment and 
gratitude to Wilfrid Almendra and Arthur Eskenazi, two artists whose  manual and creative work was at the 
center of the process. 

CONTACTS
Triangle France - Astérides
Friche la Belle de Mai    
41 rue Jobin   
13003 Marseille 
www.trianglefrance.org / contact@trianglefrance.org / +33 (0)4 95 04 96 11 
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Palais de Justice, 2017.  
Single-channel HD video (from 4K); 16:9, color, quadraphonic sound 
17 mins 58 secs.

© Carey Young. Courtesy Paula Cooper Gallery, New York
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How do you support your art practice?
Well, my work, to date, has not needed much by the way 
of materials, equipment, rent for studio space or even that 
much time to make it in. While I lived in London, in order 
to stay living in London, I had a full-time job in the coffee 
industry and I found it tough to say to myself (and others) 
that I was also an artist because, where was the practical 
proof, the traces of hard work or time spent? But I always 
found small moments to hold on to at 5.30am when setting 
up the machines for the day, or late at night.

I no longer live in London and I have a young 
child. I am very lucky that we own a small house and that 
my partner’s job means we are all secure and balanced, just. 
I clean one morning a week to pay for the following day’s 
childcare. One whole day to myself is a tidal wave of time, 
and so I use it to search for clarity around ideas, or I read.

Then there is the non-financial side of the kind 
of support any practice needs, by which I mean friends, 
peers, and those that believe in what you do. This is very 
important, especially since my works are very often com-
pleted by others, in their minds. Emails help, slow connec-
tions made through meeting people quite by chance, last 
year, year before last, just once. I am accruing a slow audi-
ence and that feels very, very crucial to the continuation of 
me as an artist. 

How much time do you manage to spend making work?
Not a huge amount! Most evenings after everything is 
peaceful I tend to something or other, a thought, a bit of 
writing, an email. Somehow, though, practically speaking, 
it can all come together if I need to present a show. I can 
compress a lot into a small amount of time right before the 
work, often performance or situation/ site specific instal-
lation, meets its audience, which of course gives it extra 
energy…full of that which I have probably been thinking 
about for ages, particularly during non-work time: while 
driving, in the shower etc. 

On the other hand, I spend a lot of time reflect-
ing on the current state of some of the works that live on 
websites, in other people’s fictional writing etc. I think it is 
important to deal with your limits. I’ve spent a long time 
trying in a hurried way to apply for funding to gain more 
time and space. But at the moment I am into the idea that 
you need to look at these limitations square in the eye, and 
take them for the shapes or frames of your works. Don’t 
get me wrong, sometimes I itch to make something, to the 
point of despair, even; to have more time and resources at 
the moment. 

What support (either financial or emotional) has helped you 
sustain your practice so far?
I answered this a little above but I will be more specific. 
My mum sold her house at one point to move somewhere 
small, and split the profit between her children, so I was 
able to study at a great Art School. My friends are very 

ambitious and often make far more physical work than I 
so, regularly, I am able to be a butterfly in their projects. A 
couple of institutions, one in Edinburgh and one in Cam-
bridge, have seen the potential in the kind of work I make 
and have let me really be specific and bold in its bare and 
rigorous installation or in the way it reached its audience. 
This has absolutely helped me publicly say (or not say) what 
I am trying to say a couple of times over now. 

How has your identity impacted your experience  of  the art 
world?
As a woman whose works have mostly ephemeral over the 
past several years, I have definitely been associated with 
aesthetic things or styles in Instagram posts of artworks 
that are fragile and vulnerable. I actually think my works 
deal with a strength in energy that is hard to come by and 
also hard stop or control. They are actually very persis-
tent in their absence. I am not sure that it has impacted 
my experience of the art world, but it has impacted the art 
world’s experience of me and of course, the danger is that 
after a while you start to become it. 

How do you negotiate  making  within the politics of the art 
world? (Does it inform your making/ distract you from it?)
I do not get too close to the politics of the art world, but, let’s 
say, for example, that I like things to dissolve. If something 
dissolves in an artwork then I really want it to dissolve: 
not come back for another show or in an edition. I made 
a series of texts recently for a show and they were received 
in the dark and only in the dark on an iPhone. A quick 
performance by the light of the iPhone. I did not screen 
shot these texts because they were meant to be experienced 
like that, and so they are kind of gone to that dark space, 
and that moment. I meant it and I still mean it. Embodied 
politics are very beautiful to me. Many of the art world’s 
politics, if this is even the correct interpretation of your 
question on its politics, are illustrated in artworks rather 
than emitted from or by them. I think there is a difference. 
I also believe in mystery, in anonymity, in not preserving. 
The inner workings of the art world does not really have 
time for that.  

What sustains you as an artist and keeps you making work? 
I wish I knew the answer to this. But I think it’s to do with 
being able to crystallise something enough that you can 
hold on to a thought, or a memory of an artwork and live 
with it, rely on it, site it silently in your mind when you need 
to. Artworks are examples of things. Several have kept me 
going – a few by Felix Gonzales Torres, a few by some close 
friends I studied with and perhaps two of mine too. 

ARTISTS ANONYMISED
This month’s Artists Anonymised interviewee would like to situate 

themselves as a white, straight, cis woman artist and writer.
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Film Shoot [cropped scans for print]
16mm film shot and exposed with gunfire in a firing range
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Patreon donations so far have funded our website renewal and the 
fees for the speakers in Future Fossils. We don’t yet pay ourselves 

anything, because we want to use that generosity to fold other voices 
into GIRLFORUM and to keep it running. Weekly GIRLFORUM meetings 

take place on one of the two days we ‘should’ be in the studio (leaving 
ourselves one day, if we’re lucky, as a weekend). If you can help make  

us more resilient, please donate here: patreon.com/girlforum 
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